
Dear Harvest Partner,
On March 14th we were treated to a great sign in the heavens, the conjunction of Venus and Jupiter. And what a spectacular sight

that was! We’re going to another event that took place 100 years ago, the anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic. But first let’s lay
down a little history on this. The primary work started March 1909. During the construction of the Titanic Haley’s Comet
appeared in 1910. This started a new age of industrial might. The Titanic was finished and was thought to be unsinkable. On its
maiden voyage of 1912, April 14th at the midnight hour it struck an iceberg. They were celebrating even after it hit the iceberg,
partying and dancing as if nothing happened.  2 hours and 22 minutes later, on April 15, 1912 the Titanic sank. Now let’s review
some events since Haley’s Comet of 1910. – WWI came, 1914-1918. Stock Market crash, 1929. WWII, 1939. First atomic bomb,
July 16,1945. The nuclear age was born. Israel became a nation, 1948. Next two events: Korean War and Vietnam War. Now let’s
look at another event, the restoration of the Statue of Liberty, 100 years old in 1986, and again Haley’s Comet appeared while
they were celebrating this great event. Then came the first Gulf War, 1991. After this, Mar. 22,1997, Hale-Bopp appears. Another
spectacular comet having three tails, most unusual. Now this next event shook the world: Sept. 11, 2001, the terrorist attack on
the World Trade Center bringing the towers down. From that event came the second Gulf War against Iraq and later Afghanistan,
starting 2003 and still ongoing. Now all of these events are leading to 2008 where a great financial crisis has started as well as a
technological advance began. 3-D pictures, Google, Facebook, Twitter and Yahoo, one can communicate with anyone across the
world bringing us ever closer to a one world network and system, the anti-Christ and Armageddon. What lies ahead? – A continued
financial crisis, weather that is extremely violent, earthquakes and more volcanic activity, a major shortage of oil effecting all food
production. Here is a very special quote from Brother Neal Frisby’s library. It’s time to pay attention!

“The Spirit saith write this down! God’s celestial clock is striking midnight! God’s prophetic clock to the earth (Scriptures) is
sounding the midnight hour! – God’s prophetic stone (Pyramid clock) in its inch lines are crossing into the midnight hour. The latter
times are focused like a spotlight upon revelative and visionary events everywhere sending shock waves throughout the land
forewarning us time is short!”

Jesus appearance is now! – It’s like a call bulletin! – “Prepare ye the way of the Lord, for a restoration fire goeth before Him!
As the land quakes the saints goeth up to meet Him! He is anointing His elect with light as He approaches!” – And yet He is
fixing to turn out the lights for them who are upon the earth!

The beginning of the end is arriving swiftly! – “Blow the trumpet, give forth the alarm!” – This is the very hour foretold by the
prophets! And the King shall soon be seen! For darkness cometh as light leaveth!

As it has been said, seal up the book Daniel until the time of the end. (Dan. 12:4) – The book of Daniel has been opened and
revealed, the door of the age is closing fast! – “All of his prophecies have been fulfilled even the beginning of the Covenant.” – All
that is left is the anti-Christ beast system and the final abomination of desolation! – “Knowledge has definitely increased and men are
running to and fro in cars, planes, space and etc.” – Also the electronic genius understanding dark sentences is here on earth and will
arrive at the appointed time. And the scarlet prince will confirm the Covenant. Like a commanding voice, let the spiritual rain fall!
– “Shout the victory! For soon time shall be no more!” – The former and latter rain are finishing their destiny! (James 5:7)

You can see the evidence and the fruits! These signs point to the coming of the Lord Jesus! Be patient therefore brethren for His
return draweth nigh before this generation runs out. – “It’s wake up time!” – It would seem by the signs and the way that the Lord is
unctioning that all this will occur as we cross into the 21st century! Amen!

We are entering the spawning of a new age! You will see fantastic and amazing wonders both in the spiritual and in the
materialistic age in inventions, technology and society! A fantasy world is coming beyond anyone’s imagination except those who
have caught a glimpse of the future by the spirit. – We are living in the very last hour of John’s words, “the testimony of Jesus is
the spirit of prophecy!” – This era is starting now but the deeper and realistic part of it will begin from 2001. The whole earth will
have gone through a revolutionary delusion and catastrophic change! – The change of many world and religious leaders will be
coming soon or at that time working with the beast system! This is our hour, don’t miss the wonderful things the Lord has for you.
Keep your eyes open!

Here is a beautiful invitation, and our Lord knows that only those He has chosen will listen to these words! The Holy Spirit unctions
me to add this and they are found in Rev. 22:16-17, I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches.
I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. And the spirit and the bride say, Come. And let
him that heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely. And
once again John alerts us and says in vs. 20, He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly. – “Let us all be awake,
alert and watchful!” End quote. One can see the end is closing fast just like the Scriptures spoke of it and in an hour you think not,
Matt. 24:44.

This month I am going to release a Special Writing called “The Resurrection” and DVD called “Time.” (See offer below) I know
you will enjoy them. – Because of the limited space, I will trust that you will do the best that you can to help publish this wonderful
message. May all the Lord’s blessings be upon you and guide you in the days ahead.

Your Brother in Christ,

 All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation: New DVD release: “Time”
“Turning of Time” Also available: “Prophetic Sequence”
“Prophet in Eclipse”                                                                                  ($20.00 donation each)
“The Tare and the Real Wheat”
www.NealFrisby.com
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